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主要内容
Outline

• 当前研究热点
• 研究趋势1: 对话式检索与推荐
• 研究趋势2: Neural-IR and Applications
• 研究趋势3：基于知识的检索与挖掘

Several slides are from Prof. Zhicheng Dou’s talk at YSSNLP 2019



Trends in IR Community 

Search engines are mature 
and somehow are not fancy again 

 

Google/Bing/Baidu are becoming AI 
platforms, not just search engines 

 

信息检索的趋势
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信息检索的研究内容

• Search and Ranking 
• Future Directions

• Novel approaches to IR, IR with new devices, Applications of 
search to social good, …

• Domain-Specific Applications 
• Email, entity, education, legal, health, enterprise, ... 

• Content Analysis, Recommendation and Classification
• Artificial Intelligence, Semantics, and Dialog

• Question answering, Conversational systems and retrieval, 
Semantics and knowledge graphs, Deep learning for IR, 
embeddings, and agents 

• Human Factors and Interfaces 
• User-centric aspects of IR 

• Evaluation

SIGIR 2019 tracks



信息检索的研究内容：SIGIR 2019 papers 

SIGIR 2019 Accepted Full Papers 

 

SIGIR 2019 Short Paper Submissions 

 



信息检索的趋势1: 对话式检索与推荐

对话式信息获取 （Conversational information seeking）: 
通过对话式的交互模式从海量的网络文本中获取信息

• 对话式推荐 Conversational recommendation
• 对话式检索 Conversational search

• Jianfeng Gao, Michel Galley and Lihong Li (2019), "Neural Approaches to Conversational AI", 
Foundations and Trends®in Information Retrieval:Vol. 13: No. 2-3, pp 127- 298. 

问答机器人
任务导向的对话生成系统
社交机器人
… …
• CAIR 2018 :The Second International Workshop on Conversational Approaches to 

Information Retrieval. 
• WCIS 2019 :The FirstWorkshop on Conversational Interaction Systems. 

检索词理解，搜索过程管理
会话式语音检索（Session-based Spoken Search）
评估
应用场景



信息检索的趋势1: 对话式推荐

2.4 D eep R einforcem entLearning

D eep learning techniques allow people to use deep neuralnetw orks
for function approxim ation in reinforcem ent learning (R L) [22].
O ne ofthe m ost fam ous success ofdeep R L is G oogle’s D eepM ind
research on the gam e of G o [20][21].D eep R L has been applied for
better sequential decision m aking in various dom ains,including
End-to-End dialogue system s using deep R L for inform ation access
[5] [32],inform ation extraction [16],query reform ulation [17],real
tim e ads bidding [2].Shani et al.[19] is one of the early studies
ofapplying RL techniques forthe recom m endersystem problem s,
how ever, not in dialogue system s. Inspired by these w orks, w e
build a deep R L based conversational recom m ender system .T his
com bines the ranking and personalization ability ofrecom m ender
system w ith the sequentialdecision m aking pow er ofthe R L m odels,
thus can betterserve a user.

3 C O N V ER SA TIO N A L R EC O M M EN D A TIO N
W ITH R EIN FO R C EM EN T LEA R N IN G

3.1 O verview

In this section,w e discuss how to tackle the problem of building
conversational recom m ender system . O ur fram ew ork has three
com ponents:a belief tracker,a recom m ender system and a policy
netw ork.

Figure 1:The conversationalrecom m endersystem overview

T he goalof our conversationalrecom m ender system is success-
fully recom m ending good item (s)to a user,and itachieves this goal
by analyzing w hat the user has said in the current session,interac-
tively asking user clari cation questions,and m aking personalized
recom m endations w hen appropriate,based on the current session
and w hatthe userhasconsum ed orrated before.

Severalaspects are im portant in the process.First,how to under-
stand the user’s intention correctly.Second,how to m ake sequential
decisions and take appropriate actions in each turn.T hird,how
to m ake personalized recom m endations in order to m axim ize the
user satisfaction.Figure 1 presents the overview of our proposed
fram ew ork.A t a tim e step in the dialogue,the user utters “Iw ant
to nd a B ar”.T he fram ew ork calls the belief tracker to convert the
utterance into a vector representation or “belief”;then the belief
is sent to the policy netw ork to m ake a decision.For exam ple,the
policy netw ork m ay decide to request the city inform ation next.
T hen the agentm ay respond w ith “W hich city are you in?”,and gets
a rew ard,w hich is used to train the policy.A di erent decision is
to m ake a recom m endation.T hen the agent calls the recom m ender
system to get a list ofitem s personalized for the user.W e introduce
each com ponent and the relationships am ong them in m ore details
in the follow ing sections.

Figure 2:The structure of the proposed conversational rec-
om m ender m odel.The bottom partis the belieftracker,the
top leftpartisthe recom m endation m odel,and the top right
partis the deep policy netw ork.

3.2 B elief Tracker

W hen trying to buy products on an e-C om m erce w ebsite,users
often navigate the productspace through faceted search [31][6][24].
M otivated by this and in order to assist users to nd the item they
w antin conversation,itis crucialthatthe system understands w hich
values the user has provided for product facets,and represents the
user utterances w ith a sem i-structured query.W e introduce a B elief
T racker m odule sim ilar to [5] to extract facet-value pairs from user
utterances during the conversation,and m aintain the facet-value
pairs as the m em ory state (i.e.user query)ofthe agent.In this paper,
w e view the product facet (or attribute,m etadata) f along w ith its
speci c value v as a facet-value pair (f,v).Each facet-value pair
represents a constraint on the item s.For exam ple,(color,red)is a
facet-value pair w hich constrains that the item s need to be red in
color.

T he netw ork structure of belief tracker is show n in the low er
part in Figure 2.W e train a belief tracker for each facet ofthe item s.
T he belief tracker takes the current and the past user utterances
as the input,and outputs a probability distribution across allthe
possible values of a facet at the current tim e point.T he dialogue
system ’s belief of the session is constituted by the predicted values
ofdi erent facets.Speci cally,given a user utterance at tim e step t,
et,the input to the belief tracker is the n-gram vector zt,and the
dim ension ofzt isthe size ofthe n-gram vocabulary.

zt = nдram (et) (1)

N ext,the sequence of n-gram s up to the current tim e is encoded
by a LST M netw ork into a vector ht,w hich is then fed to a softm ax
activation layer to be transform ed to a probability distribution
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as the input,and outputs a probability distribution across allthe
possible values of a facet at the current tim e point.T he dialogue
system ’s belief of the session is constituted by the predicted values
ofdi erent facets.Speci cally,given a user utterance at tim e step t,
et,the input to the belief tracker is the n-gram vector zt,and the
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N ext,the sequence ofn-gram s up to the current tim e is encoded
by a LST M netw ork into a vector ht,w hich is then fed to a softm ax
activation layer to be transform ed to a probability distribution

Yuemeng Sun, Yi Zhang, Conversational Recommender System, In SIGIR 2018

• 对话历史转换为半结构化的检索词以及facet-value对
• 引入Belief tracker跟踪和分析每一步的对话内容
• 引入deep policy network



信息检索的趋势1: 对话式检索

对话式检索（Belkin, CJIS 1980）目标：让检索界面对于用户更加的方便与自然

Maarten de Rijke, SERP-Based Conversations, in SCAI workshop on IJCAI 2019

对话式搜索引擎结果页面 （Conversational search engine result pages） 



信息检索的趋势1: 对话式检索
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Mohammad Aliannejadi et al., Asking Clarifying Questions in Open-Domain Information-Seeking 
Conversations, SIGIR 2019



Mohammad Aliannejadi et al., Asking Clarifying Questions in Open-Domain Information-Seeking 
Conversations, SIGIR 2019

信息检索的趋势1: 对话式检索
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信息检索的趋势2: Neural-IR and Applications

Workshops
• Neu-IR 2016:The SIGIR 2016 Workshop on Neural 

Information Retrieval. 
• Neu-IR 2017 :The SIGIR 2017 Workshop on Neural 

Information Retrieval. 
Tutorials
• NN4IR@ECIR2018: Neural Networks for Information 

Retrieval, at ECIR 2018
• NN4IR@SIGIR2017: Neural Networks for Information 

Retrieval, tutorial at SIGIR 2017
• NN4IR@WSDM2018: Neural Networks for 

Information Retrieval, tutorial at WSDM 2018

Bhaskar Mitra, et al., An Introduction to Neural Information Retrieval, 2018 



信息检索的趋势2: Neural-IR

A Deep Look into Neural Ranking Models for Information Retrieval, Jiafeng Guo, et al., 
Information Processing and Management, 2019

Search vs QA?
• Search is harder as it has very 

strong baselines
Re-ranking vs Ranking 
• Inverted index for semantic 

matching
Neural models

1. Capsule Network
2. GAN
3. Reinforcement Learning
4. BERT ...



基于深度学习的推荐算法汇总：
• Session-based Recommendation:

• Sequence and Time Aware Neighborhood for Session-based Recommendations
• RepeatNet: A Repeat Aware Neural Recommendation Machine for Session-based 

Recommendation
• A Collaborative Session-based Recommendation Approach with Parallel Memory 

Modules
• Sequential Recommendation:

• π-Net: A Parallel Information-sharing Network for Shared account Cross-domain 
Sequential Recommendations

• Taxonomy-aware multi-hop reasoning networks for sequential recommendation
• Explainable/Review-based Recommendation

• A Capsule Network for Recommendation and Explaining What You Like and Dislike
• Neural Graph Collaborative Filtering
• Reinforcement Knowledge Graph Reasoning for Explainable Recommendation

• Applications based on Recommendation
• CROSS: Cross-platform Recommendation for Social E-Commerce
• Unified Collaborative Filtering over Graph Embeddings
• etc.

信息检索的趋势2: 推荐系统



Workshops on explainable recommendation
EARS 2018: International Workshop on Explainable Recommendation and 
Search,

Yongfeng Zhang,Yi Zhang, and Min Zhang.
EARS 2019: International Workshop on Explainable Recommendation and 
Search

Yongfeng Zhang, Yi Zhang, Min Zhang, and Chirag Shah

信息检索的趋势2: 可解释推荐系统



What is the cross-domain scenario?

Video domain

Education 
domain

famil
y

recomme
nd item

信息检索的趋势2: 跨域序列推荐

Muyang Ma, et al., π-Net: A Parallel Information-sharing Network for Shared account Cross-
domain Sequential Recommendations, In SIGIR 2019



信息检索的趋势2: 跨域序列推荐

Muyang Ma, et al., π-Net: A Parallel Information-sharing Network for Shared account Cross-
domain Sequential Recommendations, In SIGIR 2019



信息检索的趋势2: Multi-modal Applications

Any similar one in blue?

How to match with it?

Is there any such restaurant 
nearby?

Is there any shop selling this 
nearby?

User Attention-guided Multimodal Dialog Systems Chen Cui, Wenjie Wang, Xuemeng Song, 
Minlie Huang, Xin-Shun Xu and Liqiang Nie, SIGIR 2019



信息检索的趋势2: Neural-IR and Applications

User Attention-guided Multimodal Dialog Systems Chen Cui, Wenjie Wang, Xuemeng Song, 
Minlie Huang, Xin-Shun Xu and Liqiang Nie, SIGIR 2019



信息检索的趋势3: 基于知识的检索与挖掘

Reinforcement KG Reasoning
• Reinforcement Knowledge Graph Reasoning for Explainable Recommendation 

[Xian et al. SIGIR’2019]
• Paradigm of previous methods: for each user, for each candidate item, calculate 

ranking score based on path info between this user-item pair.
• Too many candidate items: Can we avoid enumerating all candidate items?

79

KG Reasoning: train an agent, which starts from a user and walks over the graph, and 
reach a “good” item node with high probability.
RL-based training: reach positive item – high reward, reach negative item - low reward.

Xian et al. , Reinforcement Knowledge Graph Reasoning for Explainable Recommendation, 
In SIGIR 2019



信息检索的趋势3: 基于知识的检索与挖掘

Order-free Medicine Combination Prediction with Graph Convolutional Reinforcement Learning. In 
CIKM , 2019. 

基于图卷积强化学习的药物组合预测



CompNet

 CompNet 模型结构
Order-free Medicine Combination Prediction with Graph Convolutional Reinforcement Learning. In 
CIKM , 2019. 
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